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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
Plaintiff/Appellant (hereinafter referred to as "Husband") appeals
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and a Decree of Divorce entered in a
divorce action tried before the Second Judicial District Court, Weber,
County, Utah, the Honorable W. Brent West presiding. This Court has
jurisdiction to hear this matter in accordance with Utah Code Annotated
(UCA), § 78-2a-3(2)(I) (1994).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES FOR REVIEW AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
The following issues are presented to the Court for determination:
1. ISSUE: Did the Trial Court err in awarding Plaintiff/Appellee
(hereinafter referred to as "Wife") alimony in the amount of $1,100.00?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: So long as the record is clear that the trial
court has considered the appropriate factors, (see Argument I below), the
Appellate Court cannot disturb the trial court's determination unless it has
clearly abused its discretion. Chambers v. Chambers, 840 P.2d 841,843
(UtahApp. 1992).
2. ISSUE: Did the trial court err in its assessment of value and
division of marital assets and property?
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STANDARD OF REVIEW: A trial court's property division may be
altered only if there is a misunderstanding or misapplication of law resulting
in substantial and prejudicial error, the evidence clearly preponderated
against the findings, or such a serious inequity has resulted as to manifest a
clear abuse of discretion. Baker v. Baker, 226 Utah Adv. Rep 27 (Utah App.
1993).
3. ISSUE: Did the trial Court err in assessing attorney's fees against
Husband?
STANDARD OF REVIEW: UCA, § 30-3-3(l)(1993), grants to the trial
court the authority to award attorney's fees in domestic cases. Such fees are
generally contingent upon the receiving spouse's financial need for them, as
well as the ability of the other spouse to pay, and the reasonableness of the
requested award. McDonald v. McDonald, 229 Utah Adv.Rep 63
(1993),(citing Morgan v. Morgan, 854 P.2d 559, 568 (Utah App. 1993)).
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES
Counsel is unaware of any statute or rule that would be totally
determinative of any issues presented before this Court, other than the
applicable statutes mentioned above.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
a. Nature of the Case:
Wife filed for divorce from Husband on the grounds of irreconcilable
differences after approximately thirty-three years of marriage. Wife sought
alimony, a division of marital assets, a division of Husband's retirement, and
a division of marital debt.
b. Course of Proceedings Below:
1. Wife filed the Verified Complaint for Divorce in July of 1992 (R. at
1-7). There were numerous temporary orders of alimony, assistance with
attorney's fees, and temporary awards of the use of some marital property.
During the pendency of the divorce Husband was once found in contempt
for failure to provide temporary support as ordered (R. at 82).
2. Trial was held on this action on September 24th, and December 22,
1993, before the Honorable W. Brent West, Judge of the Second Judicial
District Court, Weber County, Utah. Judge West took the matter under
advisement and rendered his decision on February 24, 1994 (R. at 165-173).
The decision provided the following: Husband to pay Wife $1,100.00
monthly for permanent alimony; assessed relative values to real property
and divided said property between the parties; assessed relative values to
3

items of personal property ordering equal division of said property; awarded
Wife a "Woodward" share of Husband's retirement; and awarded Wife
$2,000-00 as partial attorney's fees.
3. Husband's counsel on appeal, believing a final decree had been
entered, filed a Notice to Appeal with the Clerk of the Court, Second Judicial
District, Davis County, Utah, on March 26, 1994. Said Notice was entered
on March 28, 1994 (R. at 177).
4. On June 15, 1994 Wife's counsel filed a Motion for hearing on
Order to Show Cause and Motion to Clarify Findings, of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Decree of Divorce (R. at 235). The Motion to Clarify the Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree of Divorce was requested to have the
Court rule on items included in Wife's proposed orders which were objected
to by Husband's trial counsel. No hearing was ever held, yet the final orders
were signed by Judge West on the 20th day of June, 1994 (R. at 226),
without notice to either Husband's present or previous counsel. The
objectional items remained in the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Decree of Divorce.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
1. The parties to this divorce were married March 18, 1960
[Transcript, Vol. I, page 93, lines 13-16). During the marriage, Husband
worked for the Union Pacific Railroad and at the time of trial had been so
employed for 35 years (Transcript, Vol. II, page 46, lines 8,9). During the
first seventeen years of marriage, Wife worked as a waitress. Wife then
ceased working for ten to twelve years and then resumed working as a
waitress for the four years prior to the divorce (Transcript, Vol.1, page 157,
lines 19 - 25).
2. At the time Wife filed the divorce, Husband was working as an
engineer for Union Pacific working primarily from Milford, Utah, to Las
Vegas, Nevada. Husband was working approximately 80-100 hours per
week for the railroad (Transcript Vol. II, page 93, lines 9 - 22).
3. At the time of the divorce, Wife was working for the Scores Table
Restaurant at the Bountiful Golf Course (Transcript, Vol. I, page 155, lines 222). Wife was working only six months a year choosing to collect
unemployment the other six months a year so she could return to the golf
course when the season resumed (Transcript Vol I, pages 222, lines 9-25 and
224, lines 2-7).
5

4. During the marriage the parties had five children together. Wife
had one child from a previous relationship before marrying Husband all the
children were emancipated at the time of the divorce (Transcript Vol I, page
94, lines 1-3).
5. During the marriage Husband collected and restored antique cars,
scooters and other collectable items. Wife participated in some of the
collection and restoration.
6. The parties also acquired a home in Bountiful, Utah, a home and
an old service garage in Milford, Utah, and a condominium in St. George,
Utah, for use as a winter home and later retirement.
7. Wife filed divorce seeking alimony, a division of the marital assets,
a division of Husband's retirement and attorney's fees.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS
ARGUMENT I: The trial court erred in awarding wife alimony in the
amount of $1,100.00. After a trial on the merits, the trial court awarded
Wife $1,100.00 in monthly permanent alimony. According to evidence
presented and accepted by the trial court, this award leaves Husband with a
monthly deficit of over $1,100.00 monthly.
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ARGUMENT II: The trial court erred in its assessment of values and
division of marital assets and property. In its decision, the trial court
incorrectly stated what Husband assessed as values to some of the items of
personal property, totally missed the assessment on some specific items and
assessed positive values to real property which had been condemned and
was slated for demolition.
ARGUMENT III: The trial court erred in awarding Wife partial
attorney's fees. The trial court awarded Wife $2,000.00 in partial attorney's
fees despite the fact as stated in Argument I, that Husband's financial
situation was precarious at best. Given the allocation of marital property
with debt to Husband and that marital property that was debt free to Wife,
the relatively equal amount of attorney's fees incurred by each party, and
the financial ability of Husband to meet the demands of alimony and his
living expenses, it was improper for the Court to award partial attorney's
fees to Wife. Husband's monthly income, if he paid court ordered alimony
was a deficit of over $1,100.00 monthly. The court equally divided the debt
free assets between the parties, thus each party had sufficient resources to
pay their own attorney's fees from assets awarded.
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ARGUMENT I
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN AWARDING WIFE ALIMONY IN THE
AMOUNT OF $1,100,00
The general purpose of alimony is to prevent the receiving spouse
from becoming a public charge and to maintain the standard of living
enjoyed during the marriage to the extent possible. Howell v. Howell, 806
P.2d 1209, 1212 (Utah App.), cert, denied, 817 R2d 327 (Utah 1991)
(citations and quotations omitted).
In determining whether to award alimony and in setting the amount,
the trial court must consider (1) the financial conditions and needs of the
receiving spouse; (2) the ability of the receiving spouse to provide for him or
herself; and (3) the ability of the payor spouse to provide support.
Chambers v. Chambers, 840 P.2d 841, 843 (Utah App. 1992). Where the
"payor spouse's resources are adequate, alimony need not be limited to
provide for basic needs but should also consider the recipient spouse's
'station in life'" Howell, 806 P.2d at 1212; accord Martinez v. Martinez, 818
P.2d 538, 542 (Utah 1991).
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A. The trial court erred in not finding Wife voluntarily
underemployed for purposes of calculating alimony.
In the present case, the Court made findings that Wife had worked
portions of the 34 year marriage as a waitress and currently had a gross
income of $838.58 monthly. Husband had worked for Union Pacific
Railroad all of their marriage and had a gross monthly income of $5,279.91.
The Court further found Wife's monthly expenses to be $1,837.00 and
Husband's to be $3,941.43. With few exceptions, none of which the Court
identified, the Court found these expenses to be reasonable and necessary.
(See Decision, dated February 24, 1994 attached at Addendum, page 1-10).
It appears the Court accepted largely without question the parties' respective
representations concerning monthly living expenses. (See Plaintiffs Exhibit
2 and Defendant's Exhibit 24 attached at Addendum, pages 11 and 12-14
respectively).
The Court continues with its findings stating that, "despite her ability
to work, the plaintiff is in need of support. The defendant has the ability to
provide such support. An award of alimony is appropriate....Based on the
parties financial conditions, the Court awards the Plaintiff $1,100.00 a
month in alimony." (See Decision at Addendum, page 1).
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Husband will assume, for the sake of argument, that the trial court
provided sufficient findings and/or the record contained sufficient evidence
to support the findings concerning the receiving spouse's financial
conditions and needs. The trial court; however, ignored the clear and
undisputed evidence of the receiving spouse's wilful underemployment and
ignored her ability to find full time gainful employment.
Evidence produced at trial indicated Wife was employed at Scores
Table Restaurant at the Bountiful Golf Course making approximately $5.25
hourly and working approximately six months out of a year. (Transcript, Vol
I, page 155, lines 2 - 22). Wife further testified that she draws
unemployment the other six months out of the year because she likes her
job at the golf course and would simply quit any other position to return to
the golf course. (Transcript, Vol I, page 222, lines 9 - 25 and page 224, lines
2 - 7 ) . Wife further testified that she worked for the first 17 years of the
marriage and then left the work force for ten to twelve years and had been
employed for the last four years. (Transcript, Vol I, page 157, lines 19-25).
With no minor children to care for at home (Transcript, Vol I, page 94,
1,2) and no physical impediments to full time employment, the Court failed
to find that Plaintiff was fully capable of working full time and providing
10

more for her own needs and that she was currently underemployed for the
purposes of calculating alimony.
B. The trial court erred in calculating Husband's ability to pay
alimony by failing to consider his mandatory withholdings from his
income.
The Court further abused its discretion in calculating Husbands ability
to provide support. As previously mentioned, the Court found Husband's
gross income at $5,279.91 and his reasonable expenses at $3,941.43 (See
Defendant's Exhibit 24 at Addendum, page 15). Husband testified
concerning his monthly expenses largely as provided Defendant's Exhibit
24, except Husband modified his list by eliminating the debt to Chrysler
Credit and increasing the Credit Union loan payment to reflect the debt
consolidation. Husband also modified his Fleet Mortgage payment
downward by five dollars (Transcript, Vol II, page 53, line 9 to page 57, line
8). Those modifications makes Husband's total monthly expenses
$4,056.19. After subtracting $800.00 from these monthly expenses which
represents previously court ordered temporary alimony to Wife, Husband is
left with $3,256.19 of reasonable and necessary monthly expenses. When
those expenses are subtracted from the gross monthly income Husband is
left with $2,023.72 of which the Court ordered him to pay $1,100.00 in
11

alimony. It should be noted that Husband was awarded substantially all
marital debts, including the St. George Condo which constituted the only
major marital debt (See Decision at Addendum, page 1-9).
The true abuse of discretion came when the trial court, despite
testimony and exhibits to substantiate mandatory withholdings from
Husband's monthly gross income, failed to consider the average $2,119.00
of withholdings for Federal and State taxes, Tier I and Tier II Railroad
Retirement (of which Wife receives her "Woodward" portion), medical, and
Union dues. With this taken into account, Husband is left with a monthly
deficit of $1,196.00. (See Addendum, page 19, together with Defendant's
Exhibit 28 at Addendum, pages 20, 21 for information and calculations
relative to the above statement).
The numbers make it clear that Husband does not have the financial
ability to pay the ordered alimony.
Additionally Husband's testimony was that he was working between
80 and 100 hours a week in order to make the kind of income that he had
been making for the last few years and that the trial court counted on in
estimating Husband's historical income (Transcript Vol. II, page 93, lines 918). Husband does not even have enough free hours available to work a
12

second job to assist his precarious financial situation so he could pay the
court-ordered alimony. The Court abused its discretion by failing to
consider these points in determining Husband's financial condition in
regards to his ability to pay alimony and contribute to Wife's attorney's fees.

ARGUMENT II
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN ITS ASSESSMENT OF VALUES AND
DIVISION OF MARITAL ASSETS AND PROPERTY,
A. The trial court erred in a s s e s s i n g value t o t h e garage in
Milford, Utah against Husband.

The trial court, in issuing it's decision, went into great detail
concerning the division of real property and personal property (See Decision
at Addendum pages 2 to 9). In relation to the division of real property, the
trial court awarded to Husband a garage located in Milford, Utah. In relation
to that award the trial court said:
The party's also have a garage in Milford, Utah, This garage was
purchased for $18,000.00. The Plaintiff claims the garage is
worth $10,357.00. The Defendant claims the garage is worth
13

$13,000.00. However, the garage has been condemned by
Milford City. The Defendant has been ordered to demolish the
garage. He claims the cost of demolition would be greater than
the garage's present value and therefore the garage has no value.
The court is satisfied that the garage has some value and will
place that value at the lower figure of $10,357.00. (See Decision
at Addendum page 3, paragraph 3).
This assessment of value by the trial court against Husband was an
abuse of discretion in that the weight of evidence preponderated against the
finding. This has resulted in a serious inequity against Defendant. Wife
testified during her direct testimony that the garage in Milford was worth
approximately $10,357.00. (Transcript, Vol. I, page 107, line 6-15). She
indicated her knowledge that the property had been contemned by the City
of Milford and there was a request by the city that Defendant tear the garage
down. She further testified on cross-examination that the building was
extremely old that Husband had been receiving notices condemning the
property ever since the parties bought the building. Wife testified that the
City of Milford had also requested the parties to dig up gas pumps that were
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on the property; however; the parties never did. (Transcript, Vol. I, page
184, line 10 to page 187, line 2).
Husband testified during direct examination that he had been
receiving notices from the City of Milford to tear the garage down and has
failed to take action necessary to oblige them. Husband testified that the
building is constructed of solid concrete walls and it would cost him more to
tear it down than it is worth. Husband further testified that the value of the
commercial property upon which the garage is sitting is worth
approximately $13,000.00, but it would cost that much to have the building
torn down so there is no value in the property at all. Husband also testified
that he had to jack the building up and that he was surprised that it was still
standing. (Transcript, Vol. II, page 86, line 5 to page 89, line 5, see also
Exhibit 31 at Addendum, page 36,37). Despite Husband's uncontradicted
testimony, the trial court still assessed the value of $10,357.00 to the
building.
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B. The trial court erred in its valuation of certain items of
marital property
The trial court erroneously stated values to some items of marital
property which materially effected the property division allotted by the
court. In a previous hearing Wife was awarded the 1986 Harley Davidson
with a sidecar. (R. 64, 65). In its decision, the trial court stated Wife's
estimated value of the motorcycle and sidecar at $9,000.00 and Husband's
estimated value at $8,607.50. (See Decision at Addendum, page 5).
However, a review of the transcript indicates Husband assessed the value of
the motorcycle itself at $8,215.00 and the value of the side car at $2,500.00
for a total value of $10,715.00. (Transcript, Vol. II, page 78, lines 11-25).
Husband also stated this value on Defendant's Exhibit 29. (See at
Addendum, pages 12, 13, items number 14 and 16).
Husband's testimony during cross-examination was unshaken as to
the value of the motorcycle and no additional testimony from Wife or
Husband was received concerning the value of the sidecar. (Transcript, Vol.
II, page 108, lines 5-22).
16

The court also erroneously assessed the value of three Cushman
scooters apparently in possession of Husband. The trial court stated that
Husband assessed a value of $2,600.00; (See Decision at Addendum, page
5). However, a review of Defendant's Exhibit 29 indicates the total value for
the three scooters (items number 9,10, and 11) to total $2,000.00. (See
Exhibit 29 at Addendum, page 12). This is also consistent with Husband's
testimony during trial.
A similar error was made by the court concerning personal properties,
specifically two antique slot machines located in the Bountiful home and
awarded to Wife. No specific references to the slot machines were found in
Wife's testimony, however; Plaintiffs Exhibit I listed the slot machines and
an estimated value of $1,200.00. (See Plaintiffs Exhibit I at Addendum,
Page 73). During cross-examination Husband testified that he paid
$2,500.00 for the two slot machines. In fact, Wife spoke up during crossexamination of Husband stating that she did not have any receipts and
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therefore Husband's testimony went unrebutted. (Transcript, Vol. II, page
118, lines 14-23).
It is clear that these above referenced errors are significant and
probably had an impact to the evaluation of property made by the court and
the ultimate equality in the distribution of assets between the parties.
These issues should be remanded to the trial court for clarification and a
modified decision.
ARGUMENT III
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN AWARDING WIFE PARTIAL
ATTORNEY'S FEES.
The law in the State of Utah is clear that a trial court has the authority
to award attorneys fees and domestic cases. UCA § 30-3-3 (1993).
(Attached at Addendum, page 34, 35) Such fees are generally contingent on
evidence on the receiving spouse's financial need for them, as well as the
ability of the other spouse to pay, and the reasonableness of the requested
award. See McDonald v. McDonald, 229 (Utah Adv. Rpts. 63) (citing
Morgan v. Morgan, 854 p 2d 559, 568 (Utah App. 1993).
18

Husband will concede the point that attorney's fees requested in this
matter appear to be reasonable in light of the fact that they are similar in
amount to attorney's fees expended by Husband himself. The dispute in
this matter lies in Wife's need in relation to marital property she received
and Husband's ability to pay her fees.
In its decision, the trial court stated:
In this case, the Plaintiff has incurred approximately $4,000.00 in
attorney's fees and $350.00 in court costs. The Defendant has
incurred similar amounts. The Plaintiff is in need of financial
assistance in paying her attorneys fees. The Defendant has the
financial ability to assist the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff has not,
however, prevailed on all the contested issues. As a result, the
Defendant is ordered to contribute $2,000.00 towards the payment
of Plaintiffs attorneys fees. Each party is to bear their own costs.
(See Decision at Addendum, page 9).
As previously discussed (See Argument I above), Husband is not in a
financial situation were he can contribute to the $2,000.00 towards Wife's
attorneys fees ordered by the trial court. When Husband's mandatory
withholdings (See Addendum, page 19) are subtracted from his income and
the reasonable monthly expenses (See Exhibit 24, at Addendum, pages 1519

18) are subtracted and he pays the alimony of $1,100.00 as ordered by the
trial court he is left of a deficit of over $1,100.00 monthly, (See Argument
above).
The end result of this divorce left both parties fairly equal as far as
financial condition and possession of assets are concerned. Each prevailed
on different points of the trial. Each incurred approximately equal amounts
of attorney's fees. Each has debt free resources they can dispose of to meet
these needs.
It is unequitable for Husband to be responsible for part of Wife's
attorney's fees especially in light of the fact that neither party prevailed
substantially on a majority of issues at trial.
CONCLUSION
In light of the above arguments, this matter should be remanded back
to the trial court for a new trial or, in the alternative, for further hearings
and consideration and modifications of the final decision of the court.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY DAVIS, STATE OF UTAH

B I L L I E JEAN CHAPMAN,
DECISION
Plaintiff(s),
C a s e No.

924701083

vs .
HORACE ALBERT CHAPMAN,
Defendant(s) .

There are four issues that the court took, under advisement.
These include alimony, distribution of retirement, distribution
of real and personal property and attorney's fees. The court v/ill
address each issue separately.
ALIMONY
This is a long term marriage. The parties have been married
for 34 years. During the marriage, both parties have worked,
however, not to the same degree. The plaintiff has worked, for
portions of the marriage, as a waitress. Her mos: recent
employment is at the Bountiful Golf Course. The defendant has
worked 35 years with the Union Pacific Railroad.
The plaintiff's gross monthly income is $83c.58. The
defendant's gross monthly income is $5,279.91.
The plaintiff's monthly expenses are $1,837.00. The
defendant's monthly expenses are $3,941.43. With few exceptions,
the expenses appear to be both reasonable and necessary.
Despite her ability to work, the plaintiff is in need of
support. The defendant has the ability to provide such support.
An award of alimony is appropriate. The alimony award should be

1

ADDENDUM

permanent. It should be modified only on death, remarriage or
other material change in circumstances. Based on the parties
financial conditions, the court awards the plaintiff $1,100.00 a
month in alimony.
RETIREMENT
The plaintiff is awarded her proportionate share of the
defendant's railroad retirement, pursuant to the Woodward
formula. This v/ould apply to any retirement benefits that the
defendant has accrued under Tier II of the railroad retirement.
However, the defendant has approximately 9 more years before he
v/ill be eligible for Tier II benefits.
PROPERTY DIVISION
This is the most difficult area to address. The primary
issue is value. For clarity, the court v/ill divide its analysis
into two parts, real property and personal property.
Real Property: There are 6 pieces of real property, These
include the parties home in Bountiful, Utah; a home in Milford,
Utah; a condominium in St. George, Utah; a garage in St. George,
Utah; a garage in Milford, Utah; and a storage shed in Bountiful,
Utah. The values that the parties have placed on these properties
are extremely divergent. Once again, the court will address each
piece of property individually.
The parties purchased their home in Bountiful, Utah for
$70,000.00. The plaintiff claims the home has a value of
$80,000.00. The defendant claims the home is worth $95,000.00.
The court is satisfied with defendant's appraisal and values the
home at $95,000.00.
The parties purchased their home in Milford, Utah for
2

ADDENDUM

$12,000.00. The plaintiff claims the home is worth $10,725.00.
The defendant claims the home is worth only $7,000.00. Although
property values have gone down in Milford, the court is satisfied
that the home is worth $10,725.00.
The parties purchased a condominium in St. George, Utah
for $79,000.00. The balance due and owing on the mortgage is
$67,492.60. The plaintiff claims the condominium is worth
$85,000.00. The defendant claims it is worth $79,000.00. The
court finds the value to be $85,000.00.
In addition to the condominium in St. George, Utah, the
parties also have a garage there. The plaintiff claims the garage
is worth $5,000.00. The defendant claims the garage is worth
$3,500.00. The court finds the value to be $4,250.00.
The parties also have a garage in Milford, Utah. This
garage was purchased for $18,000.00. The plaintiff claims the
garage is worth $10,357.00. The defendant claims the garage is
worth $13,000.00. However, the garage has been condemned by
Milford City. The defendant has been ordered to demolish the
garage. He claims that the cost of demolition will be greater
than its present value and therefore the garage has no value. The
court is satisfied that the garage has some value and will place
that value at the lower figure of $10,357.00.
The last real estate item for consideration is the
storage shed in Bountiful, Utah. This item is complicated by the
fact that the shed is located on property belonging to the
defendant's mother. The plaintiff claims the shed is worth
$15,000.00. The defendant claims it cost $14,000.00 to build the
shed. The court is satisfied with the $14,000.00 figure.
The plaintiff is awarded the home in Bountiful, Utah.
The defendant is awarded the house in Milford, Utah; the garage
in Milford, Utah; the condominium in St. George, Utah; the garage
3
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in St. George, Utah; and any interest in the storage shed in
Bountiful, Utah.
The total value of these assets is $151,839,40. Since
this is a long term marriage and all the properties were obtained
with marital assets, the only equitable way to divide these
assets is equally. Each parties share of these assets is
$75,919.70. Since the plaintiff has been awarded the home in
Bountiful, Utah and it has a value of $95,000.00, the defendant
is awarded a lien against the home in the amount of $19,080.30.
The lien is payable in 9 years or when the defendant retires or
when the Bountiful home is sold, whichever event occurs first.
This will equalize the parties interest in these properties.
Personal Property: This is, without a doubt, the most
difficult area to resolve. It is complicated by the large number
of items, the various age of the items, the fact that many of the
items are in various stages of restoration and the divergent
values placed on the items by the parties. In starting this
analysis, the court will once again state that each party should
be awarded an equal share of the total value. The court has
itemized the various items below. In its chart, the court has
listed the item, plaintiff's estimated of value, defendant's
estimated of value, and the court's final determination of value.
Item

P's value

D's value

Court's value

1955 Ford

$ 5,900.00

$

$ 3,400.00

1931 Town Sedan

$15,400.00

$ 4,200.00

$10,500.00 *

1926 Model T

$14,000.00

$ 5,600.00

$10,000.00 *

1911 Model T

$20,000.00

$ 8,000.00

$14,000.00 *

1921 Fort Hotrod

$15,500.00

$ 8,000.00

$14,000.00 *

900.00

1973 Harley Davidson
4
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$ 3,500.00

$ 2,495.00

$ 2,495.00 1

$ 7,000.00

$ 7,000.00

$ 7,000.00

$ 9,000.00

$ 8,607.50

$ 8,607.50

Cushman scooters

$ 2,600.00

$ 2,600.00

$ 2,600.00

1926 Roadster

$ 1,500.00

$

$

1979 Lincoln

$ 1,000.00

$ 2,450.00

$ 1,000.00 3

1982 Cadillac

$ 1,300.00

$

200.00

$

1992 Mustang

$ 1,000.00

$

0.00

$

0.00 4

Gas Pumpst(3)

$ 3,500.00

$

50.00

$

50.00 5

Motor cycle trailer $ 1,150.00

$

500.00

$

825.00

Flat-bed cycle

350.00

$

200.00

$

275.00

Car hauling trailer $ 3,000.00

$

800.00

$ 1,900.00

$ 1,200.00

$

500.00

$

850.00

Model T trailer

$

500.00

$

500.00

$

500.00

Model T v/heels

$

400.00

$

400.00

$

400.00

Wood Spokes

$

400.00

$

0.00

$

400.00 6

Chain Hoist

$

500.00

$

0.00

$

0.00 7

1986 Harley Davidson
1986 Harley Davidson fit
and sidecar

$

100.00

100.00 2
750.00

16' flat bed
trailer

Total

$108,700-00

$52,710.00

$79,652.50

* These values were determined by the testimony of the experts, as v/c
as the parties.
1 The experts testimony was closer to defendant's value.
2 The court is satisfied that this roadster has been reduced to parts
3 The court accepts the plaintiff's testimony as being more credible,
since she has possession of the automobile.
4 The court is satisfied that the amount due on the loan exceeds the
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cars value.
5 The court is satisfied that the gas pumps only have salvage value
6 The defendant never contested this value.
7 The court is satisfied the hoist is broken.

As previously indicated, these assets should be divided equally.
Therefore, each party is awarded property having a value of $39,826.25. f
the parties want to divide the property is up to then. The court would
suggest that they either take turns picking from the list or that one par
draw up two lists of property and the other party have first choice of
lists. Any discrepancy in value can be made up in cash.
In addition to the personal property listed above, the parties also
dispute the values of their household goods. The court has addressed thos
items below.
P's Value

D's Value

Court's Value

Milford Home
Bedroom

$

150.00

$

200.00

$

175.00

Living room

$

200.00

$

300.00

$

250.00

Kitchen

$

25.00

$

50. 00

$

37.50

T.V./VCR

$

250.00

$

0.00

$

250.00 1

Refrigerator

$

10.00

$

0.00

$

10.00 1

Answering machine

$

150.00

$

0.00

$

150.00 1

St. George Home
Master Bedroom

$1,r 300.00

$2,r 000.00

$1,650.00

Bedroom

$1,,000.00

$1,,000.00

$1,000.00

Blinds

$2,,500.00

$

Couches

$1,,275.00
$2,,500.00

$1,,000.00

$1,137.50

$2,,000.00

$2,250.00

Music Center

0.00

$2,500.00 1

ADDENDUM

$

500. 00

$ 1 ,500..00

Refrigerator

$

600.,00

$

500..00

$

550..00

Dining room set

$

200.,00

-CA

200..00

$

200..00

Telephone

$

0. 00

$

100.,00

$

100..00 2

Washer & Dryer

$

600.,00

$

500.,00

$

550,,00

Patio

$

600..00

$

500.,00

$

550.,00

Stereo

$

100.,00

$

0.,00

$

100.,00 1

Bedspread

$

150., 00

-CA

0.,00

$

150,.00 1

Plants

$

150.,00

$

0.,00

$

150..00 1

Yard ornaments

$

90..00

$

0.,00

$

90,.00 1

13' T.V.

$

200,.00

$

0.,00

$

200..00 1

13' T.V.

$

175..00

$

0..00

$

175..00 1

29' T.V.

$

600..00

$

0.,00

$

600..00 1

Entertainment cent er$

100..00

$

0.,00

$

100.,00 1

VCR

$

300..00

<A

0.,00

$

300..00 1

Vacuur.

$

50..00

•c/>

$ 1 ,000..00

Tables

0..00

$

50..00 1

Washer & Dryer

$

160..00

$

500.00

$

Piano

.00
$2 , 000.

Telephone

$

Pool Table

$1 ,000..00

$3,500.00

$2,250.00

Slot machine

$1 ,200..00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Cash register

$

0..00

$

500.00

$

500.00 2

Rocker

$

0,.00

$

300.00

$

300.00 2

Couch

$

300..00

$

200.00

$

250.00

Sewing machine

$

0..00

$2,000.00

$

50.00 3

T.V & Stand

$

0,.00

$

$

200.00 2

Grandfather clock

$

300,.00

Stereo

$

25,.00

Bountiful Home

0,.00

330.00

$5,000.00

$3,500.00

$

$

500.00

200.00

500.00 2

$2,500.00

$1,400.00

$

$

500.00

262.50
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Couch

$

0.00

$

300.00

$

300.00 2

Rocker

$

0.00

$

300.00

$

300.00 2

Display case

$

0.00

$

500.00

$

500.00 2

Lamps

$

30.00

$

500.00

$

265.00

Serving table

$

0.00

$

800.00

$

800.00 2

Rocking chairs

$

0.00

$ 1 , ,000.00

Wall mirror

$

0.00

$

Dining table/chairs $

100.00

$ 1 , ,000.00 2

250.00

$

250.00 2

$ 1 , ,000.00

$

550.00

Refrigerator

$

0.00

$

900.00

$

900.00 2

Telephone

$

0.00

$

100.00

$

100.00 2

Hutch

$

100.00

$

900.00

$

500.00

Master bedroom

$

100.00

$ 1 , ,000.00

$

550.00

Bedroom

$

0.00

$ 1 - ,000.00

$ 1 . ,000.00 2

Bedroom

$

0.00

$ 1 , ,000.00

$1 ,000.00 2

Patio

$

0.00

$ 1 , ,500.00

$ 1 . ,500.00 2

Misc. kinickknacks

$

250.00

$

0.00

$

250.00 1

VCR

$

300.00

$

0.00

$

300.00 1

TOTAL

$19,640.00

$37,800.00

$35,083,00

1 The defendant either claimed no value for the item or didn't even
list the item.
2 The plaintiff either claimed no value for the item or didn't even
list the item.
3 The court found neither parties' estimate of value to be credible.
The court intends to treat this personal property like all the rest,
should be divided equally between the parties. Each party should receive
property having a value of $17,541.50. The defendant is awarded all the
above listed personal property in the Milford home and the St. George
condominium, except the $150.00 bedspread which was a gift to plaintiff.
8
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bedspread is awarded to the plaintiff. The plaintiff is awarded all the
above listed personal property in the Bountiful home, except the piano ai
the pool table. The piano and pool table are awarded to the defendant. Ii
addition, each party is awarded any and all gifts they have received froi
their children. The value of the personal property awarded to defendant
totals $19,875.00. The value of the personal property awarded to the
plaintiff totals $15,208.00. This is a difference of $2,333.50 from an ec
distribution. The defendant is ordered to pay the difference in cash to 1
plaintiff.
Attorney's Fees
The last issue is attorney's fees. In assessing attorney's fees, the
court looks at the financial needs of the parties, as well as the financj
ability of the parties to pay attorney's fees. The court also looks at wh
party may have prevailed on any or all contested issues. In this case, tt
plaintiff has incurred approximately $4,000.00 in attorney's fees and
$350.00 in court costs. The defendant has incurred similar amounts. The
plaintiff is in need of financial assistance in paying her attorney's fee
The defendant has the financial ability to assist the plaintiff. The
plaintiff has not, however, prevailed on all of the contested issues. As
result, the defendant is ordered to contribute $2,000.00 towards the payn
of the plaintiff's attorney's fees. Each party is to bear their own costs
Plaintiff's counsel will please prepare Findings of Facts, Conclusic
of Law and a Divorce Decree consistent with this ruling.
DATED this 24th day of February, 1994.
BY ORDER OF THE COURT:

W. Brent West
District Court Judge
9
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Case No: 924701083 DA
Certificate of Mailing
I certify that on the ^

L

h

'G < /

day of \~r ho-i't.;^.i

I sent by first class mail a true and correct copy of the
attached document to the following:
BILLIE JEAN CHAPMAN
Plaintiff

HORACE ALBERT CHAPMAN
Defendant

PETE N. VLAHOS
Atty for Plaintiff
LEGAL FORUM BUILDI'.iG
24 4 7 KIESEL AVENUE
OGDEN UT 84 4 01

BILLIE JEAN CHAPMAN
Payee
4 66 EAST 1600 SOUTH
BOUNTIFUL UT 84010

G. SCOTT JENSEN
Atty for Defendant
2 05 - 2 6TH STREET
43'
BAMBERGER SQUARE BLDG
OGDEN UT 84 4 01
District Court Clerk
By:

'Deputy Clerk
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i n

s

$

BoaL . n o n e .
Camper—none.
Trailer.—s-aa ^ t f - f - ^ r h p d
Power Equipment —none.

t-o

Tnnf-nr

yphVlp.q

6. In listing Total monthly expenses, relate them to your current family income not to what you wish they could
be. ^(Specify which party is the custodial parent and list name and relationship of all members of the
household whose expenses are included.)
T.pw n

r.xre*

in

^mmpr

Rent or mortgage payments (residence).
Real poperty taxes (residence).
Real Property insurance (residence)- Maintenance (residence)n e e d s a l o t of work
Food and household supplies
Utilities including water, electricity, gas and heat
TelephoneLaundry and cleaning.
ClothingMedical. over insurance
Dental- over insurance
Insurance (Life, health, accident, comprehensive,
liability, disability) Exclude Payroll Deducted
Child care
Payment of child/spousal support re prior marriage
School
Entertainment (includes clubs, social obligations, travel, recreation)
Incidentals (grooming, tobacco, alcohol, gifts and donations) c h i l d r e n
Transportation (other than automobile)
& 5 qrandch
Auto expense (gas, oil, repair, insurance)
Auto payments (neads t o r e p l a c e c a r e x t i m a t e d
installment payment(s). (Insert total and attach itemized
schedule if not fully set forth in (d) on the first page hereof)
Other expenses (Insert total and specify on attached schedule'
TOTAL EXPENSES
STATE OF UTAH
1
COUNTY OF D A V l s i s s *
I swear that the matters stated herein e true and correct
Subscribed to before me this A? '; Any nf
f/LtfJ^

vly Commission Expij

q-9-%

NOTARY PUBUC
Mttody Jo PortcimhAdams
583 W w t 1880 North

OintoaUufc 8*015
My Comnrmawo Expires
April 9, 1996
STATE OF UTAH

Reraumic
Notary Rep'

3 ring to the Pre-Trial Hearing all documents and other supporting information necessary to verify or ex)lain the statements made in this declaration, including but not limited to, payroll stubs for the most reent 90 da>s, 3 most recent tax returns, credit union share statements, passbooks, checkbooks, cancelled
hecks, certificates, policies, and other relevent and material documentation.
EXHIBfTHO.
CA:

ADDEf

_ DA71MC0

~7_

:f7c;fiS3

UthtNUANi ^ J M I I D I I ^ I
EXHIBIT WO.-' O H
Vv

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Balance

Owing
1991 Ford Mustang

Current
Market value

Equity
0.00

$14,000.00

$14,000.00

00.00

200.00

200.00

1955 Ford pickup truck

00*. 00

900.00

900.00

1931 Model A Ford town
sedan (needs engine)

00.00

4,200.00

4 ,200.00

1982 Cadillac
(does not run)

$

1926 Model T

00.00

5,600.00

5 r 600.00

1911 Model T

00.00

8,000.00

8 r 000.00

1921 Ford Model T Hotrod
with trailer (This was
given as a gift to
parties' daughter,
Julie, and her husband,
Lee)
192 6 Model T Roadster

1965 Cushman Scooter
1961 Cushman Scooter
1961 Scooter

00.00

00.00

8 p 000.00

8,000.00

100.00

100.00
(for parts
only)

00.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

00.00

500.00

500.00

00.00

500.00

500.00

Antique gas pumps and
parts

00.00

50.00

50.00

1973 Harley Davidson

00.0Q

2,495.00

2,495.00

1986 Harley Davidson
FLHT

00.00

8,215.00

8,215.00

1986 Harley Davidson
FLST

00.00

7,325.00

7,325.00

ADDENDUM
1 O

PERSONAL PROPERTY (CONT.)
1988 Harley Davidson
sidecar

$

Motorcycle Trailer
Flatbed motorcycle
trailer
16 ft. flatbed trailer
with winch (winch is
broken)
Model T trailer

00.00

$ 2,500.00

$ 2,500.00

00.00

500.00

500.00

00.00

00.00

00.00

200.00

200.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00
500.00

One set of Model T
wheels

00.. 00

500.00

Chain hoist (broken)

00.00

Junk

Enclosed trailer

00.00

800.00

800.00

2,450.00

2,450.00

1979 Lincoln Mark V
Misc. household furnishings
Milford home
Bedroom
Living room
Kitchen

00.00

200.00
300.00
50.00

Misc. household furnishings
St. George
Master bedroom
Bedroom
Living room
couch
couch
music center
tables
Kitchen
refrigerator
dining table & chairs
telephone
washer & dryer
Patio

2,000.00
1,000.00
500.00
500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
900.00
200.00
100.00
500.00
500.00

Misc. household furnishings
Fountiful
washer & dryer
piano

500.00
6,000.00
ADDENDUM

PERSONAL PROPERTY

(CONT.)
500.00
4,500.00
2,500.00
5CO.0O
300.00
200.00
2,000.00
200.00
2,500.00
500.00
300.00
300.00
500.00
500.00
800-00
1,000.00
250.00
1,000.00
900.00
100.00
900.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,500.00

telephone
pool table
slot machines
cash register
rocker couch
couch
sewing machine
television and stand
grandfather clock
stereo
couch
rocker rouch
display case
lamps
serving table
rocking chairs
wall mirror
dining table & chairs
refrigerator
telephone
hutcl
master bedroom
bedroom
bedroom
patio
EQUITY IN PERSONAL PROPERTY

$

84,655.00
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO.
MONTHLY DEBTS AND OBLIGATIONS
766.00

Fleet Mortgage
Condo
161 West 950 South #K-3
St. George, Utah 84770
Chrysler Credit on 1991 Ford Mustang
Maintenance on residence
a. St. George residence (condo fee)
b. Milford residence

330.24

95 .00
45 .00

Food and Household Supplies

300 .00

Utilities, including water, electricity,
gas, and heat (UPL - $40; St. George City - $70;
St. George utilities - $100)

2 1 0 . 00

Telephone
a. St. George residence
b. Milford residence

50.00
50.00

Laundry and dry cleaning

15.00

Clothing

55.00

Medical, including prescription and
various sundry items

50.00

Dental (based on last year's bill)

30.00

Entertainment

80.00

Incidentals (grooming, tobacco, alcohol,
gifts, and donations)

75.00

Auto expense (gas, oil and repair)
Insurance

300.00
67.50

Real property taxes
a. St. George residence (included in mortgage)
b. Milford residence
c.

St. George Storage Shed

T e m p o r a r y o r d e r of

800.00

alimony

600.00

C r e d i t Union l o a n payment
TOTI^L

00.00
19.16
3.53

$ 3,941,43

EXHIBITf'C. _ < : ! ' . . .
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1

Department of the Treasury—Internal Revenue Service

H§92

U.S. Individual Income Tax Return

(2)

For the year Jan. 1-Oec. 31. 1992. or other tax year beginning

Label

Your first name and initial

(See
instructions
on page 10.)

If a joint return, soouse's first name and initial

19

OMB Mo. 1545-0074

Your social security number

Last name

CUAf,vA.<)

Use the IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please print
or type.

Spouse's social security number

Last name

Apt. no.

Home address (number and street). If you have a P.O. box, see page 10.

For Privacy Act a n d
Paperwork Reduction
A c t Notice, see p a g e 4.

hhL.
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code. If you have a foreign address, see page 10.
/3on^ri.Pu L , UT

Presidential
Election Campaign k
(See page 10.)

IRS Use Oniv—Do not wnte or staole >n ;^is soace.

. 1992. ending

i^oib

j Note: Checking "Yes" will
not cnange your tax or
No I reduce vcur refund.

N o

Do you want $1 to go to this fund?
If a joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?

V

XL

Filing Status

Single
Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

(See page 10.)

Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's social security no. above and full name hare. •

Check only
one box.

Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 11.) If the qualifying person is a chiid but not your dependent,
enter this child's name here. •
Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (year spouse died •
6a

Exemptions

19

). (See page 11.)

return, do not check box 6a. But be sure to c: ck the box on line 33b on page 2
b

(See page 11.)

c

I | Spouse
Dependents:
(1) Name (first, initial, and last name)

(2) ttecx
if uncer
ace *

If more than six
dependents,
see page 12.

(4) Dependent's
relanonsmp to
vou

(3) If age 1 or olaer,
deoendent's social security
number
I
:

i

(5) ,'Jo. of monins
lived ;n your
ho~e »n 1992

I
:
:
•:

No. of other
dependents on 6c

If your child didn't live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a pre-1935 agreement, check here •
Total number of exemptions claimed

Attach
Copy B of y o u r
Forms W-2,
W-2C, and
1099-ri here.
If you did not
get a W-2, see
page 9.
Attach check or
money order on
top of any
Forms W - 2 ,
W-2G, or
1099-R.

Adjustments
to Income
(See page 18.)

Ad;- ;iod
Groc.3 Income

7
8a
b
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16a
17a
18
19
20
21a
22
23
24a
b

Wages, salaries, tips, etc. Attach Form(s) W-2

.

.

.

Tax-exempt interest income (see page 15). DON'T include on line 8a
Dividend income. Attach Schedule B if over $400

.

D

1

Taxable refunds, credits, or offsets of state and local income taxes from worksheet on page 16
Alimony received

11

Business income or (loss). Attach Schedule C or C-EZ

12

Capital gain or (loss). Attach Schedule D

13

Capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (see page 15)

14

Other gains or (losses). Attach Form 4797 .
16a

15

.
b Taxable amount (see pace 16)

16b

b Taxable amount (see page 16)

17b I

I

21a

I

20
I

I b Taxable amount (see page 17)

Other income. List type and amount—see page 18
Add the amounts in the far right column for lines 7 through 22. This is your total income .
Your IRA deductic
Spouse's IRA dedu.

OOO

19

.

Unemployment compensation (see page 17)
Social security benefits

2

18

Ren is, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. Attach Schedule E
Farm income or (loss). Attach Schedule F .

I

'm
10

17a

I

111.

8a
8b

.

Total IRA distributions .

Add numbers
entered on
lines above •

/ - ^ -

Taxabfe interest income. Attach Schedule B if over $400

Total pensions and annuities

No. of your
children on 6c
who:
• lived with you
• didn't live with
you due to
divorce or
separation (see
page 13)

|
!

:

I
I
I
I

Income

No. of boxes
checked on 6a
and 6b

pC[ Yourself. If your parent (or someone else) can claim yet JS a deoendent on his or her tax

>om applicable worksheet en page 19 or 20

-±2L.

21b I
22

.

•

23

IQ0 I*

24a

>-\ from applicable worksheet on page 19 or 20 24b

25

One-half of self-en- iloyment tax (see page 20)

. . .

25

26

Self-employed health insurance deduction (see page 20)

26

27

Keogh retirement plan and self-employed SEP deduction

27
28

:

28

Penalty on early withdrawal of s vings

29
::0
2I

29
L _ J
Alimony paid. Recipient's SS.'J >
/ ^ d lines 2 4 . i ' h . ^ . j e n 2£ These Zxt* vour tr.tal ac!k: rments
>
Suctr.?ct line CU from line 23. This is your adjust *d aro.;s income. If this amount is ,ess :hzn
$22,370 and a child liv*d with you, see page E!C-fto find out if you can claim the "Earned
Inccrr ' Credit" on line '6 . . . .
. . .

liOWb

ADDENDUM

Cat. No. 11320B

Form 1 0 4 0 (1992)

Page 2

p lWm 1040(1992)

Tax
Computation

32

Amount from line 31 (adjusted gross income)

33a

Check if: •

Y o u were 65 or older,

•

32

Blind; •

Spouse was 65 or older, D

33a

b

(See page

If your parent (or someone else) can claim you as a dependent, check here . •

33b

.

.

•

If you are married filing separately and your spouse itemizes deductions or you
• 33c
are a dual-status alien, see page 22 and check here
34

Enter
the
larger
of
your:

LJ

I t e m i z e d d e d u c t i o n s from Schedule A, line 26, OR
"\
S t a n d a r d d e d u c t i o n shown below for your filing status. But if y o u c h e c k e d
any box on line 33a or b, go to page 22 to find your standard deduction.
If y o u c h e c k e d box 33c, your standard deduction is zero.

3 bob

• Single—$3,600
• Head of household—$5,250
• Married filing jointly or Qualifying widow(er)—$6,000
• Married filing separately—$3,000.

A±LL

35

Subtract line 34 from line 32

36

If line 32 is $73,950 or less, multiply $2,300 by the total number of exemptions claimed on

36 I

line 6e. If line 32 is over $78,950, see the worksheet on page 23 for the amount to enter .
I' you want
•ne IRS to
fioure your
?.\\. see page
23.

37

Taxable i n c o m e . Subtract line 36 from line 35. If line 36 is more than line 35, enter - 0 -

38

Enter tax. Check if from a G \ T a x Table, b U Tax Rate Schedules, c

Q

or d D

e

Form 8615 (see page 23). Amount, if any, from Forru(s) 8814 •

39
40

Additional taxes (see page 23). Check if from a D
Add lines 38 and 39

Credits

41

Credit for child and dependent care expenses.-Attach Form 2441

42

Credit for the elderly or the disabled. Attach Schedule R .

,See page

43

Foreign tax credit. Attach Form 1116

44

Other credits (see page 24). Check if from a D
b D

45
46

Other
Taxes

Payments
Attach
roims W-2,
W--G. and
IVMO.R

on

the front.

Refund or
Amount
You Owe
Attach check or
ir.oney order on
Wo of Form(s)
\v-:, etc., on
the front.

Sign
Here
Keep a copy
tnis return
f^f \'OUr

Form 8501 d

Form 4970 b O

L>~LL>

1

Form 4972 .

.

39

.
•

40

I

42

.

43
Form 3800
44

Form (specify)

Add lines 41 through 44
Subtract '113 45 from line 40. If line 45 is more than line 40, enter - 0 -

•

| 45
| 46

47

Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE. Also, see line 25

48

Alternative minimum tax. Attach Form 6251

48

49

Recaptue taxes (see page 25). Check if from a D Form 4255 b D Form 8611 c D F o r m 8823

49

50

Social security and Medicare tax on tip income net reported to employer. Attach Form 4137

50
51

51

Tax on qualified retirement plans, including IRAs. Attach F;rm 5329

52
53

Advance earned income credit payments from Form W-2
Add lines 46 through 52. This is your total tax

54

Federal income tax withheld. If any is from Form(s) 1099, check •

55

1992 estimand tax payments and amount applied from 1991 return .

54

D

53

(fi^U

nsi

55

56

Other payments (see page 26). Check if from a D F o r m 2439

60

b D F o r m 4136
Add lines 54 through 59. These are your total payments

61

If line 60 is more than line 53, subtmcJJjno^3 from line 60. This is the amount you OVERPAID.

62

Amount of line 61 you want ^ E F U N D E ^ TO YOU

63

Amount of line 61 you want APPLI^TOTtTUR 1993 ESTIMATED TAX •

Earned income credit. Attach Schedule EiC
.

57

Excess social security, Medicare, and RRTA tax withheld (see page 26) .

58

Amount paid with Form 4868 (extension request)

U2U

52
. I

56
57
53
59

64

LzL

41

'

•

.

=2 360
'//,3

Schedule D,

47

.

.

.

59

IS I
I

63

.

I

•

61

• s

•

62

IZS

L _

If line 53 is more than line 60, subtract line 60 from line 53. This is the AMOUNT YOU OWE.
Attach check or money order for full amount payable to "Internal Revenue

srvica." Write your

name, address, social security number, daytime phone number, and "1992 Form 1040" on it
65

Estimated tcr penalty (see page 27). Also include on line 64

| 65 [

I

Under penalties of perury, I declare that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, they are true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is Dased on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.
Your signature

Date

Your occupation

Spouse's signature. If a joint return, BOTH must sign.

Date

Spouse's occupation

C 0 U A.'TE.fl

c?

Paid
Preparer's

Form 8396 c •

3

Blind.

. •

Add the number of boxes checked above and enter the total here .

//;/)/.

\

Preparer's \
O
s*
s i g n a t u r e / / J m {jj
Firm's name (or vours

^

£^k&n*d

\ k j J L 6- / (, 0 O S. 0

Date

Check if
s-3if-er;c!oved
E.I. No.

fEfiSoJ
Preparer's social secunty no.

Individual income lax neturn
FORM
TC-40S

(or the year ending Dec. 31,1992, or other taxable year beginning
,19
and ending
,19

Q

Use label.
Otherwise,
please type
or print in
black ink.

if a joint return, spouse's name (first, miacle initial, last)

Spouse's social security number

Present home address (numoer and street inducing apartment numoer or rural route)

County (province)

; cc
o

X

a.
b.
c.
d.

u.
-O

a
_J

;o

Single
Head of household
Married filing joint return
Married filing separate return

If filing married Joint or separate return.
pteas<? enter spouse's social security number

jnthespflcgpfQYiteq'gtaYg.
^

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Report
your
income

2.

•I

ZHdtO
•

E x e m p t i o n s (Enter number claimed from
federal return)

I /

a.
b. t i
c.
d.
e. • I

'

Daytime telephone nurr.Der

State and ZIP code (foreign country)

Or
1. Filing Status

:£

Chech If ...NQL

Your social security number

DC

X

Q]

f no label, enter your fuil name (first, middle initial, last)

City, town or post office
:

Ctieck if Amended

3. Election Campaign Fund
Ycurseff Soousa

I

Yourself *
Spouse
Other dependents
Disabled (see page 4)
Total exemptions

'Enter "0" rf you did not claim yoursarf on fadaral return

Democratic

Rocudican

Independent

PcoUisi

lnd*oendent Arrencan

No Contribution

12.
13.
14.

Enter any
3mcjnt
15.
greater than or
equal to $1.00
16.
17.

Federal adjusted gross income from federal return (see instructions, page 5)
Standard deduction daimed on federal return (see instructions, page 5)
1/2 federal tax liability on federal return (see instructions, page 5)
Total (add lines 5 and 6)
Taxable income before exemptions (line 4 less line 7)

I 4 |

(,

and library equipment. Enter college code (see instructions, page 6)

Q

14

I

15

j

Children's Organ Transplant Fund (see instructions, page 6)
Total contributions (add lines 12 through 16)
•"

Refund
or
amount
you owe

|

•
19

5

17 |

|

ILL

MM

~> / <r

22

23.

Tax due - if line 18 is larger than line 22, subtract line 22 from line 18. Enter and pay amount.

(g)| 23 |

Pena.y and interest paid (fcr extension, late filed or amended returns)
•
Refund - if line 22 is larger than line 18, subtract line 18 from line 22 and enter balance

©!

26.

• [ Z l Y e s , ' w a n * m v re^nd applied to my 1993 taxes. I understand that I wiil not receive a refund this year.

24 j

1

25 I

12 °l
Cttice
Use Only

• F£l

* Mail your return and payment to: Utah State Tax Commission; 160 East Third South; Salt Lake City, Utah 84134-02CO
Under penal des of perjury, {declare that to il:e best of my knowledge and belief, this return is true, correct and complete.
fa^ Your signature

|

21

24.
25.

p ^ If paid preparers) filled out this return, please check this box

SJL.

|16

18. Total tax and contributions (add lines 9, 10,11 and 17)
19. Utah income tax withheld (attach withholding forms)
20. Credit lu Utah income tax prepaid on form TC-546
21. Previous payments (amended returns only, see instructions, page 6)
22. Total credits (add lines 19 through 21)

Figure
your
tax

JUL
/s

I

\vi
13

I

/,J

^7„,>A

10
11

Utah nongame wildlife fund (see instructions, page 6)
Homeless contribution (see instructions, page 6)
State Board of Regents (State colleges and universities) for libraries
Contributions for nonprofit school district foundation.
Enter school 6\s\i\ci code (see instructions, page 6)

z

(Checking a party do#t not ching« your tax or reduce your refund.)

9. Utah tax (compute from Tax Tables in booklet using amount on line 8)
10. Utah use tax (compute from worksheet on pag< 5 in booklet)
11. Previous refunds (applies to amended only, see instructions, page 5)

Contributions

Yourseff Soxsa
Libertarian

American

Dale signed

r

xuc -'on

;i- uAire??-

?En~*)/J

1 ' j * Spc'jso':- sigr.-iS'jra (:i a jcir.t reiurn, 3C7; i must san)

Dale scned

\r'cai:on

j"->,, Paid preparers name ana sgnalure

Oats ?.:grr.:

Preparer's social security or FiO nurroer

S^s'Paia preoarers c:rrpiete accrsss

c^y C/)u / " j r i P u t -

Sii« QTAQ

pra^^i.'d

Calculation of Average
Monthly Withholdings from
Husband's Income
(Refer to Defendant's Exhibit 28 at Addendum, page

for figures used).

The last pay stub Husband submitted to the trial court covered the pay
period up to and including November 30, 1993; therefore, averages were
obtained by taking the year to date figure and multiplying by 11 for eleven
months of income. The only exception is the claculation of Tier II retirement.
Testimony received at trial indicated this amount ($2,102.10) is the
maximum amount that can be contributed annually. Therefore, the annual
Tier II contribution was divided by 12. (Transcript, Vol. II, page 42, lines
Monthly fixed payments (i.e., Union Dues, 1-11) medical insurance, etc.) are
so indicated.

Withholding
Federal Tax
State Tax
Tier I
Tier II
Union dues
Hospital dues (med)
Life insurance
Total Withholding:

Average
$ 1,174.00
270.00
402.00
175.00
59.00
31.50
7.50
$ 2,119.00

ADDENDUM

CONTROL
PERIOD
CURRENT
YTD

6431380
FEDERAL
GROSS

PERIOD

113093

SSA

NON TAX
ALLOWANCE

2838.12
58833 81

UiNAVri

RR
NET

35.00

1357.09

CURRENT C O M P E N S A T I O N
TYPE
AMOUNT
1 HRS M I N
NON T A X M E A L S
TEY

529466813

645.44
12913.11

140.31
4424 36
CURRENT
TYPE

PREV P E R I O D
ADJUSTMENT
CREDIT

35.00
2838 12

TOTAL

TIER
I

RR

2102 10
MISC

rMV^xrjtw

TAXES

UT
146 28
2970.16

D E D U C T I O N S AND
AMOUNT

UNION-(MILFRD

n>*-i.i.u

LOCAL

TIER
I I

FLEX

CREDITS
TYPE

UN DUES

525.00

USED
AMOUN
59.0

BLE 6 8 1

2873.12

(^DEFENDAMI'S EXHIBIT ^

ft IN EVIDENCE ( & * * T L V

1

.CLERK

IMPORTANT:
EMPLOYEE SHOULD DETACH AND
KEEP THIS STUB FOR RECORD

CONTROL
[PERIOD
CURRENT
^>TD
HRS

6400871
FEDERAL
GROSS

6542939

PERIOD

111593

SSA

RR

NON TAX
ALLOWANCE

NET

35.00

2808 50
56000.69

FIT

1283 .92

CURRENT C O M P E N S A T I O N
MIN
TYPE
AMOUNT
NON
TEY

636 26
12267 67

TIER
I

214
4284

PREV P E R I O D
ADJUSTMENT

3 5 00
2 8 0 8 50

TAX M E A L S

UNION

529466813

84
05

CURPENT
TYPE

RR T I E R
I I
2 1 0 2 10
MISC

RAILPOAD
LOCAL

-

UT

AND F L E X

31.50
525.00

LIFE

PERIOD
CURRENT
YTD

FEDERAL
GPOSS

AMOUf
7.1

6506681

PERIOD

103193

SSA

529466813

UNION

NON TAX
ALLOWANCE

3071.34
5 3 1 9 2 19

50.00

RR
1424.16

CURRENT C O M P E N S A T I O N
j HRS M I N T Y P E
AMOUNT
NON TAX M E A L S
TEY
TOTAL

IMPORTANT:
EMPLOYEE SHOULD DETACH AND
KEJ_P THIS STUB FOR RECORD

USED

INS

IMPORTANT:
EMPLOYEE SHOULD DETACH AND
KEEP THIS STUB FOR RECORD

6379211

CREDITS
TYPE

2843 50

TOTAL

CONTROL

COMPANY

TAXES

144 48
2823 88

DEDUCTIONS
AMOUNT

HOSP.DUES-UP
CREDIT U N I O N - ( M I L F R D

PACIFIC
STATE

50.00
3071.34

717.74
11631.41

TIER
I

234.97
i 069 21
4

PREV P E R I O D
ADJUSTMENT

CURRENT
TYPE
CREC
C
REDIT

RR

TIER

PACIFIC

RAILROAD

STATE

LOCAL

I I

2102 10
MISC

160
2679

DEDUCTIONS
AMOUNT

UNION-(MILFRD

525.00

COMPANY

TAXES

47
40
AND F L E X
UN DUES

CREDITS
TYPE
BLE 6 8 1

USED
AMOU

59.

3121.34

ADDENDA
8 4 97 2
on

wrnKUL

oo^omy

KCKIUU

FEDERAL
GROSS

PERIOD

2266.28
50120.85

CURRENT
YTD

XVISVJ

20 . 00

FIT
1183.19

2102.10

KMXUK^MU

wrirwni

STATE - LOCAL TAXES

RR TIER
II

110.28
2513.93

CURRENT MISC DEDUCTIONS AND FLEX CREDITS USED
TYPE
TYPE
AMOUNT
HOSP.DUES-UP
CREDIT UNION-(MILFRD

20.00
2266.28

TOTAL

661.97
10913.67

RR TIER
I
171-86
3836.26

PREV PERIOD
ADJUSTMENT

CURRENT COMPENSATION
1 H R 3 MIN
TYPE
AMOUNT
NON TAX MEALS
TEY

UJNXVJH f H u i r j , L

S S A i ^ v a o e s J..S

NON TAX
ALLOV/ANCE

AMOUN
7.5

LIFE I N S .

31.50
300.00

2266.28

6458371

IMPORTANT:
EMPLOYEE SHOULD DETACH AND
KEEP THIS STUB FOR RECORD

MmMPHRKHNI

r

1

CONTROL 6336509
[PERIOD
CURRENT
YTD
1
;

SSA 529666813

PERIOD 093093

FEDERAL
GROSS

NON TAX
ALLOV/ANCE

2687.66
67874.57

20 . 00

NET
1296.60

CURRENT COMPENSATION
H R S MIN
TYPE
AMOUNT
NON TAX MEALS
TEY
TOTAL

IMPORTANT:
EMPLOYEE SHOULD DETACH AND
KEEP THIS STUB FOR RECORD

20 00
2687 66

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
RR TIER
I

FIT
536.80
10651.70

PREV PERIOD
ADJUSTMENT

190.30
3662.60

RR TIER
II
2102.10

STATE - LOCAL

COMPANY

TAXES

UT
124.96
2608.65

CURRENT MISC DEDUCTIONS AND FLEX CREDITS USED
TYPE
AMOUNT
TYPE
CREDIT UNION-(MILFRD

300.00

UN DUES BLE 681

A MO
59

2507 66

643668;

mm$®m,

ASSETS
Home
25 No. Main, Milford, Ut.

$10,725.00

Garage Milford, Ut.

$10,357.00

Home
466 E. 1600 S.
Bountiful, Ut.
Between $75,000 and 85,000 average
Tax notice $67,585.00

$80,000.00

Condominium
161 W. 950 So. K3
St. George, Ut.
Market $85,000
Mortgage balance 67,000. equity
17,000.00
Paid $79,000 in 1989 and made improvements
Storage unit
3457 So. Main
Bountiful, Ut.

15,000.00

Storage Shed
St. George, Ut.

5,000.00
Total Real Property

House trailer located at Ferris, Ut.
see attached registration

$138,082.00
2,500.00

Husband bought without wife f s knowledge

CASZ JO. r1^£J±\jy<$
fVUTPTT

1

nn

s \s (

CHAPMAN vs. CHAPMAN
Civil No. 924701083
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Vehicles only & parts
1955 Ford Pickup
1931 Town Sedan (Ford)
paid $8,500 10.years ago
192 6 Model T. Touring
1911 Model T. Touring
paid $15,000 10 years ago
1921 Fort Hot Rod T-bucket
paid $15,000
1973 Harley F.L.T. motorcycle
1986 Harley Soft Tail motorcycle
1986 Harley F.L.T. with side car
paid 8,000 in 1988 side car 3,500
3 Cushman Scooters all antiques
1 - cost 1,500 to restore
2 - paid 500.
3 - paid 600.
1926 Roadster Model T. pickup
paid 1,500
1979 Lincoln
1982 Cadillac
1991 Mustang Convertible
paid 15,700. balance unknown paid 1,00 0. down
3 antique gas pumps value
Motorcycle trailer and hitch
1 flat bed cycle trailer
1 enclosed car hauling trailer
1 16ft. flat bed trailer and winch
1 Model T. trailer
1 set Model A Ford 19" wire wheels
and new tire paid
1 set wood spoke clincher type wheels & rims
1 chain host

5,900.00
15,400.00
14,000.00
20,000.00
15,500.00
3,500.00
7,000.00
9,000.00

2,600.00
1,500.00
1,000.00
1,300.00
1,000 00
3,500 00
1,150 00
350 00
3,000 00
1,200, 00
500.00
400.00
400.00
500.00
$108,700.00

EXHIBIT

ADDENDUM

um\ffihfj v s . un>\i-ivittiN
C i v i l No. 924701083

Plaintiff Desires
1931 Town Car
Bought for Plaintiff

15,400.00

1979 Lincoln

1,000.00

1986 Harley F.L.T. motorcycle & sidecar

EXHIBIT

3

9,000.00
$25,400.00

ADDENDUM
CkA

Civil No. 924701083
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Sofa, Love Seat & Chair 15 yrs. old paid 800
Stereo 27 yrs. old paid 600

300.00
25.00

Grandfather clock 6 yrs. old paid 1,700

300.00

Coffee table & 2 end tables 27 yrs. old paid 300

100.00

Hutch- curio bought used 15 yrs old paid 300

100.00

Lamps 27 yrs. old paid 160

30.00

Dining room table 27 yrs. old paid 400

100.00

miscellaneous pictures, mirror & knick-knacks

250.00

Bedroom set 30 yrs old paid 900

100.00

2 junk bedroom sets
2 T.V.'s

no value

1 T.V. 4 yrs. old 1 T.V. 14 yrs. old

1 VCR paid 600

300.00

Pool table 13 yrs old paid 3,000

1,000.00

Player piano 10 yrs old paid 5,000

2,000.00

2 Slot machines paid 600 each

1,200.00

Washer 5 yrs old paid 500

150.00

Dryer purchased at yard sale paid 60.
Living room set 15 yrs old paid 800
Kitchen table bought used 80.

10.00
200.00
25.00

Bedroom set bought by Plaintiff before marriage
35 yrs old paid 600.

150.00

1 T.V. 1 VCR 3 yrs paid 500.

250.00

Refrigerator old

no value

Answering machine paid 150.

100.00

Barbeque patio set new 800.

600.00

Master bedroom set new 1,300.

1,300.00

Washer & Dryer new 800.

EXHIBIT

600.00

4

ADDENDUM

CHAPMAN vs. CHAPMAN
Civil No. 924701083
2 stereo's used 100.

100.00

Bedspread gift to Plaintiff new 150.
150.00
(Plaintiff!s gift from sister-in-law) Plaintiff wants
Black lacquer bedroom set used
5 tables-Dresser & night stand 1,000.

1,000.00

Vertical blinds throughout new 2,500.

2,500.00

Silk plants 150.
Sofa, love seat & chair new 1,275.
(Defendant's relative made good deal)
7 dwarf's yard ornaments 90.

150.00
1,275.00
90.00

tables coffee & 2 end tables new 800.

500.00

13" T.V. new 250.

200.00

29" T.V. new 800.

600.00

13" T.V. 2 yrs. old paid 250.

175.00

Entertainment center new paid 2,900.

2,500.00

1 small entertainment center with stereo 150.

100.00

Kitchen set used paid 250.

200.00

Refrigerator new paid 800.

600.00

VCR new paid 400.

300.0 0

Vacuum new paid 120.

EXHIBIT

50.00

ADDENDUM

UJtlAJ^WAW V S .

Civil

No.

CHAPMAN

924701083

Wife receives
Personal property in the Bountiful home
Bed spread gift from Sister-in-law

150.00

Balance be equitably divided by item or value in cash and or
offset
Plaintiff desires all gifts given to her by children
see attached list

EXHIBIT

6

ADDENDUM

L.rLR±'ivLarf

Vb,

Lii^ri'jn^

Civil No. 924701083
GIFTS
Bedspread
Cookie Jar
Cookbooks
Clear dishes - Amy's
Porcelain vases (gifts from Doug)
Blanket from my mom
Afghan and pillow
Julie & Susiefs
pictures on wall
(1 in dining room, 1 in bedroom)
Mike f s
Radio
toaster oven
can opener
knife set
cookie sheets
Orange pots and pans
telephone in Kitchen

EXHIBIT

7

ADDENDUM
oo

CHAPMAN vs. CHAPMAN
Civil No. 924701083
RETIREMENTS AND OTHER ASSETS
Plaintiff desires her portion of retirement
TIER I
TIER II
If can not collect directly from U.P. Railroad, Defendant
should be ordered to pay each month
Savings Accounts
Checking Accounts
These should be divided by Court order and paid by
Defendant to Plaintiff.
Plaintiff be awarded
pension

EXHIBIT

1/2

of Harriman Pension & stocks in

8

ADDENDUM

CHAPMAN vs. CHAPMAN
Civil No. 924701083
HISTORICAL INCOME
Wife Income
1993 to date best estimate

6,000.00

1992

6,658.75

1991

6,247.04

1990 Husband has records estimate

2,300.00

Plaintiff only worked last 4 years in the last 15 years.
Present employment Scorersf Table Restaurant
Summer work 20 0 to 250 hours per month
Job terminates approximately October 1
Plaintiff no special
waitress at Hotel Utah

training

or

skills,

worked

as

a

Husband!s income
1992
see answer interrogatory #6

63,358.89

1991

63,96b.96

1990
see answer interrogatory #2

52,086.00

In 1990 Husband off work for three months, fell asleep on
motorcycle and was injured.

EXHIBIT

9

ADDENDUM
on

CHAPMAN VS. CHAPMAN

Civil No. 924701083
INCOME AND EXPENSE RECAP
6 months average approximately

550.00 per month

6 months unemployment average

432.00 per month

Average gross income per month per years is
average net estimate tax 22%
average net income per month
Wife minimum living expense
minus income
Short deficit per month

491.00
122.75
368.25
1,837.00
368.25
1,468.75

Desires alimony of $1,500.00 per month
This assists Plaintiff to replace items 20 30 years old
Car is 14 years old, spent over $1,000.00 on repairs
Estimate newer car
$9,000.00
payment $250.00 per month
Wife has fixed monthly debt since divorce
Total deficit per month

EXHIBIT

$202.00
$1,920.75

10

ADDENDUM

CHAPMAN vs. CHAPMAN
Civil No. 924701083
Debts in marriage
St. George Condo

67,000.00

770.00

1991 Mustang convertible
Husband purchased after divorce
car being driven by girl friend
Motorcycle was paid off and husband went and
borrowed money, amount unknown since divorce filed.
Plaintiff believes balance was $11,000.00 now only $4,000.00

Debts of wife since separation
Replaced 30 year old T.V.

paid $600.00

52.00

Replaced worn out tile in 2 bathrooms
put on VISA

paid 900.00

25.00

Charged on mastercard for home

450.00

25.00

Mervyn's

200.00

25.00

Sears

750.00

25.00

1,000.00

50.00

Plaintiff borrowed from mother
to bury grandchild
Owe psychologist

375.00

Insurance with no pay cost $120.00 per month to continue,
had to get
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Section
30-3-16.3.
30-3-16.4.
30-3-16.5.
30-3-16.6.
30-3-16.7.
30-3-17.
30-3-17.1.
30-3-18.

30-3-19.
30-3-20.
30-3-21.
30-3-22.
30-3-23.
30-3-24.
30-3-25.
30-3-26.
30-3-27.
30-3-28.

30-3-29.
30-3-30.
30-3-31.
30-3-32.
30-3-33.
30-3-34.
30-3-35.
30-3-36.
30-3-37.

Contents of petition.
Procedure upon filing of petition.
Fees.
Information not available to public.
Effect of petition — Pendency of action.
Power and jurisdiction of judge.
Proceedings deemed confidential —
Written evaluation by counselor.
Waiting period for hearing after filing
for divorce — Exemption — Use of
counseling and education services
not to be construed as condonation
or promotion.
Purpose.
Definitions.
When referral to mediation is required.
Waiver of mandatory mediation requirement.
Initial mediation session.
Mediation and compliance with requirement.
Prohibited issues in mediation.
Creation of mandatory mediation program — Duties of director —
Courts.
Mediator qualifications.
Mediation proceedings closed — Information confidential — Records
closed.
Mediation agreement — Order.
Appropriation
to pilot program
to
cover costs of impecunious parties.
Review of pilot program.
Visitation — Intent — Policy — Definition.
Advisory guidelines.
Best interests — Rebuttable presumption.
Minimum schedule for visitation.
Special circumstances.
Relocation.

30-3-1. P r o c e d u r e — R e s i d e n c e — G r o u n d s .
(1) Proceedings in divorce are commenced and conducted as provided by law for proceedings in civil
causes, except as provided in this chapter.
(2) The court may decree a dissolution of the marriage contract between the plaintiff and defendant on
the grounds specified in Subsection (3) in all cases
where the plaintiff or defendant has been an actual
and bona fide resident of this state and of the county
where the action is brought, or if members of the
armed forces of the United States who are not legal
residents of this state, where the plaintiff has been
stationed in this state under military orders, for three
months next prior to the commencement of th$ action.
(3) Grounds for divorce:
(a) impotency of the defendant at the tim.e of
marriage;
(b) adultery committed by the defendant subsequent to marriage;
(c) willful desertion of the plaintiff by th$ defendant for more than one year;
(d) willful neglect of the defendant to provide
for the plaintiff the common necessaries of life;
(e) habitual drunkenness of the defendant;
(0 conviction of the defendant for a felony;

(g) cruel treatment of the plaintiff by the defendant to the extent of causing bodily injury or
great mental distress to the plaintiff;
(h) irreconcilable differences of the marriage;
(i) incurable insanity; or
(j) when the husband and wife have lived separately under a decree of separate maintenance of
any state for three consecutive years without cohabitation.
(4) A decree of divorce granted under Subsection
(3)(j) does not affect the liability of either party under
any provision for separate maintenance previously
granted.
(5) (a) A divorce may not be granted on the
grounds of insanity unless: (i) the defendant has
been adjudged insane by the appropriate authorities of this or another state prior to the commencement of the action; and (ii) the court finds
by the testimony of competent witnesses that the
insanity of the defendant is incurable.
(b) The court shall appoint for the defendant a
guardian ad litem, who shall protect the interests
of the defendant. A copy of the summons and
complaint shall be served on the defendant in
person or by publication, as provided by the laws
of this state in other actions for divorce, or upon
his guardian ad litem, and upon the county attorney for the county where the action is prosecuted.
(c) The county attorney shall investigate the
merits of the case and if the defendant resides out
of this state, take depositions as necessary, attend the proceedings, and make a defense as is
just to protect the rights of the defendant and the
interests of the state.
(d) In all actions the court and judge have jurisdiction over the payment of alimony, the distribution of property, and the custody and maintenance of minor children, as the courts and
judges possess in other actions for divorce.
(e) The plaintiff or defendant may, if the defendant resides in this state, upon notice, have
the defendant brought into the court at trial, or
have an examination of the defendant by two or
more competent physicians, to determine the
mental condition of the defendant. For this purpose either party may have leave from the court
to enter any asylum or institution where the defendant may be confined. The costs of court in
this action shall be apportioned by the court. 1987
30-3-2. R i g h t of h u s b a n d to d i v o r c e .
The husband may in all cases obtain a divorce from
his wife for the same causes and in the same manner
as the wife may obtain a divorce from her husband.
1953

30-3-3.

A w a r d of costs, a t t o r n e y a n d w i t n e s s
fees — T e m p o r a r y a l i m o n y .
(1) In any action filed under Title 30, Chapter 3, 4,
or 6, and in any action to establish an order of custody, visitation, child support, alimony, or division of
property in a domestic case, the court may order a
party to pay the costs, attorney fees, and witness fees,
including expert witness fees, of the other party to
enable the other party to prosecute or defend the action. The order may include provision for costs of the
action.
(2) In any action to enforce an order of custody,
visitation, child support, alimony, or division of property in a domestic case, the court may award costs
and attorney fees upon determining that the party
substantially prevailed upon the claim or defense.
The court, in its discretion, may award no fees or
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30-3-4

HUSBAND AND WIFE

limited fees against a party if the court finds the
party is impecunious or enters in the record the reason for not awarding fees
(3) In any action listed in Subsection (1), the court
may order a party to provide money, during the pendency of the action, for the separate support and
maintenance of the other party and of any children in
the custody of the other party
(4) Orders entered under this section prior to entry
of the final order or judgment may be amended during the course of the action or in the final order or
judgment
1993
30-3-4.

P l e a d i n g s — F i n d i n g s — D e c r e e — Sealing.
(1) (a) The complaint shall be in writing and
signed by the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney
(b) A decree of divorce may not be granted
upon default or otherwise except upon legal evidence taken in the cause
(c) If the plaintiff and the defendant have a
child or children and the plaintiff has filed an
action in the judicial district as defined in Section 78-1-2 1 where the pilot program shall be
administered, a decree of divorce may not be
granted until both parties have attended a mandatory course provided in Section 30-3-11 3 and
have presented a certificate of course completion
to the court The court may waive this requirement, on its own motion or on the motion of one
of the parties, if it determines course attendance
and completion are not necessary, appropriate,
feasible or in the best interest of the parties
(d) All hearings and trials for divorce shall be
held before the court or the court commissioner
as provided by Section 78-3-31 and rules of the
Judicial Council The court or the commissioner
in all divorce cases shall make and file findings
and decree upon the evidence
(2) The file, except the decree of divorce, mav be
sealed by order of the court upon the motion of either
part\ The sealed portion of the file is available to the
public only upon an order of the court The concerned
parties, the attorneys of record or attorney filing a
notice of appeal ance in the action, the Office of Recovery Services if a party to the proceedings has applied for or is receiving public assistance, or the court
have full access to the entire record This sealing does
not apply to subsequent filings to enforce or amend
the decree
1992
30-3-4.1 to 30-3-4 4.
30-3-5

Repealed.

1990

Disposition of p r o p e r t y — M a i n t e n a n c e
a n d h e a l t h c a r e of p a r t i e s a n d c h i l d r e n
— Division of d e b t s — C o u r t to h a v e
continuing jurisdiction — Custody and
visitation — T e r m i n a t i o n of a l i m o n y —
N o n m e r i t o n o u s petition for modification.
(1) When a deciee of divorce is rendered, the court
may include in it equitable orders relating to the children, propertv, debts or obligations, and paities The
court shall include the following in every decree of
divorce
(a) an order assigning responsibility for the
payment of reasonable and necessary medical
and dental expenses of the dependent children,
(b) if coverage is or becomes available at a reasonable cost, an order requiring the purchase and
maintenance of appropriate health, hospital, and
dental care insurance for the dependent children,
(c) pursuant to Section 15-4-6 5

VZ'db

(l) an order specifying which party is responsible for the payment of joint debts, obligations, or liabilities of the parties contracted or incurred during marriage,
(n) an order requiring the parties to notify
respective creditors or obligees, regarding
the courts division of debts, obligations, or
liabilities and regarding the parties' separate, current addresses, and
(in) provisions for the enforcement of
these orders,
(d) provisions for income withholding in accordance with Title 62A, Chapter 11, Parts 4 and 5,
and
(e) with regard to child support orders issued
or modified on or after J a n u a r y 1, 1994, that are
subject to income withholding, an order assessing
against the obligor an additional $7 per month
check processing fee to be included in the amount
withheld and paid to the Office of Recovery Services within the Department of Human Services
for the purposes of income withholding in accordance with Title 62A, Chapter 11, Parts 4 and 5
(2) The court may include, in an order determining
child support, an order assigning financial responsibility for all or a portion of child care expenses incurred on behalf of the dependent children, necessitated by the employment or training of the custodial
parent If the court determines that the circumstances are appropriate and that the dependent children would be adequately cared for, it may include an
order allowing the noncustodial parent to provide the
day care for the dependent children, necessitated by
the employment or training of the custodial parent
(3) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make
subsequent changes or new orders for the support and
maintenance of the parties the custody of the children and their support, maintenance, health, and
dental care or the distribution of the property and
obligations for debts as is reasonable and necessary
(4) (a) In determining visitation rights of parents,
grandparents, and other members of the immediate tamilv, the court shall consider the best interest of the child
(b) Upon a specific finding by the court of the
need for peace officer enforcement, the court may
include in an older establishing a visitation
schedule a provision, among other things, authorizing any peace officer to enforce a court ordered
visitation schedule entered under this chapter
(5) Unless a decree of divorce specifically provides
otherwise, an\ order of the court that a party pay
alimony to a former spouse automatically terminates
upon the remarriage of that former spouse However,
if the r e m a i n a g e is annulled and found to be void ab
initio, payment of alimonv shall resume if the party
paying alimony is made a party to the action of annulment and hib rights are determined
(6) Any order of the court that a party pay alimony
to a former spouse terminates upon establishment by
the party paving alimonv that the foimer spouse is
residing with a person of the opposite sex However, if
it is further established bv the person receiving alimony that that relationship or association is without
any sexual contact, payment of alimony shall resume
(7) If a petition for modification of child custody or
visitation provisions of a court order is made and denied, the court shall order the petitioner to pay the
reasonable attorneys' fees expended by the prevailing
party in that action, if the court determines that the
petition was without merit and not asserted or defended against in good faith
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